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Deterioration of ancient masonry is a contemporary problem. The initial properties of the masonry material that
determine its durability, deterioration and degree of preservation have led to the appearance of different approaches
towards choosing the technology for restoring masonry. The success of any restoration is largely determined by its
compatibility with the original materials used, which requires, as a rule, a complex and long process of selecting their
composition. One of the main technological approaches in the science of restoration materials is to search for the
optimal composition of the material within a given time limit. This paper presents an approach which uses a large
number of variables within strict boundary conditions. The solution to this problem can be found in the field of
mathematical modelling using experiment planning methods. The paper presents a method developed for mortar
optimization which makes it possible to obtain the desired result within a relatively short period of time.
Key words: stone restoration, composition optimization, multicomponent restoration mortar, vapour permeability,
lime mortar.

INTRODUCTION
Deterioration of masonry in architectural monuments is
a common problem. Different types of masonry damage
accumulate over the years: destruction of the surface
layers and facing, the formation of cracks and voids,
local deformations leading to solidity of the masonry
and weakening of the cross section. All this results in the
appearance of emergency conditions (Belentsov et al.,
2017; Kharitonov et al., 2019; Formisano and Marzo, 2017;
Giordano et al., 2018), which can be corrected by replacing all
the masonry elements, strengthening the masonry surface
or restoring the stone (Forster et al., 2011; Pauletta et al.,
2018; Ribilotta et al., 2019). The initial properties of the
masonry material and the degree of its deterioration mean
that there are a lot of possible combinations with regard to
the technological methods and materials required for its
restoration (Heravi et al., 2018; Myasnikova and Pervunina,
2019; Šoukal et al., 2016; Kalina et al., 2018; Kazanskaya
et al., 2019; Gailitis et al., 2019). The type of intervention
required for a monument therefore depends on its actual
state, as well as on the exact type of material in question.
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Use of repair mortars is currently a readily available
and common method for restoring various construction
products and structures (Plugin et al., 2017; Upadhyaya et
al., 2019; Torney et al., 2014).

Restoration of masonry on the basis of brick or natural stone
results in large volume of existing masonry being replaced. This
is complicated and requires expensive technology (Kazanskaya
and Belentsov, 2019; Ochkurov and Vilenskii, 2019); hence,
the application of repair mortars has become very popular
and widespread worldwide since the 1960s (Forster et al.,
2011; Ashurst et al., 1988; Zarzuela et al., 2018; Hosseini and
Karapanagiotis, 2018; Sakiyama et al., 2018).

Restoration issues concerning architectural heritage require
individual methods for calculating the structure that take
into account an extremely wide range of influencing factors
(Micelli and Cascardi, 2019; Clementi et al., 2016; Lourenço
and Roque, 2006; Lourenço et al., 2012). The methods used
to develop different restoration materials also require an
individual approach. For example, the properties of the
cement matrix and reinforcing material (e.g., mesh or
fiber) should also be considered when selecting the mortar
composition (Cascardi et al., 2018; Castellano et al., 2019;
Tilocca et al., 2019), which complicates the process of
selecting the composition of the mortar.
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Today, many factors are known to have a negative impact
on the state of masonry, the majority of which result from
the wrong choice of materials used in restoration. This
can be seen in the lack of external similarity between the
selected material and the masonry, as well as in the lack
of the necessary physical and mechanical properties. The
incorrect choice of material can lead to defects that disfigure
the visual appearance of architectural monuments. For
example, changes in the color of the restoration material in
the cracks of natural stone masonry are shown in Figure 1.
This is caused by aging of the polymer composition under
the influence of ultraviolet light, temperature change and
other atmospheric influences.

physically they must correspond to the monument’s
original materials. However, faking the original
materials is not allowed;
• Disassembling the original parts of the monument is
not allowed. Modern restoration techniques should
strengthen the damaged walls without violation; and
• It is necessary to conduct a thorough and comprehensive
study of the monument before the restoration operations.
Negative consequences of applying cement-based mortars
in combination with brittle porous materials, for example
with ceramic bricks, can be seen when monitoring restored
cultural heritage (Odgers and Henry, 2012; Gibbons, 2003;
Williams, 2001; Smirnova, 2016). On the other hand, there
are no signs of deterioration in dense stone materials when
Portland cement compositions are used.

The requirement of compatibility between the artificial or
natural stones and the restoration materials is paramount
when choosing the restoration material (Schueremans et al.,
2011; Sabri et al., 2018; Groot, 2016; Vavričuk et al., 2018;
Kosenkova et al., 2019). The definition of compatibility is
considered as “the use of materials that do not bear negative
consequences for historical materials” by many scientists
(Vavričuk et al., 2018; Righetti et al., 2016; Lindqvist and
Johansson, 2019; Kayan et al., 2016; Apostolopoulou et al.,
2018). Accordingly, the key parameters of compatibility that
the restoration materials should have must be stated.

Figure 1. Color changes in the restoration material used in natural stone
cracks on a facade (photo by Olga Smirnova in Malaga city center in 2019)

Masonry damage can be caused by the use of restoration
materials with low vapour permeability, namely, mortar
based on Portland cement. Low vapour permeability helps
to retain moisture inside the stone (Vicente et al., 2018;
Hendrickx and De Clercq, 2019). This leads to the accelerated
deterioration of the masonry due to frost destruction
and salt formation. High-strength lime mortars based on
hydraulic lime also have low vapour permeability. Hence, it
is necessary to ensure sufficient vapour permeability when
designing new restoration materials.

The principles of “scientific restoration” were laid
down in the Venetian Charter on the conservation and
restoration of architectural monuments (1964) as well
as in the Recommendations of Icomos/Iscarsah (2003).
These principles must be used in restoration projects for
architectural monuments of any status:
• The main objective of the restoration work is to
strengthen the genuine parts of the monument;
• The minimum amount of invasive works on the
monument should be done to achieve this objective;
• It is possible to use modern technology and physical
methods in the restoration to strengthen the monument;
• It is possible to use different materials. Externally and

The aim of the paper is to present a method for finding the
optimal composition of the restorative materials taking into
account a large number of variables within strict boundary
conditions within a short time period.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

Compliance with the principle of historicism involves using
the results of historical research and archival materials,
as well as the study of technologies and techniques in the
restoration of monuments in accordance with the concept
of scientific restoration, which originated in the middle of
the 19th century. The knowledge of historical materials
and technologies is a key factor in the development of
a restoration project (Forster et al., 2011; Ashurst and
Ashurst, 1988).
A schematic representation of approaches to the restoration
technology used in stone and brick masonry is shown in
Figure 2.

Work on creating materials for each item of cultural heritage
begins with the study of historical samples using modern
analytical methods. A decision on the composition of the
restoration material used should be made only on the basis
of the data obtained. X-ray analysis is the most reliable
method for studying the composition of material samples
taken from cultural heritage. The results are refined by
other methods of analysis such as electron microscopy or
petrography if necessary. The first stage in developing the
compositions used in restoration is to study the composition
of the historical material, based on the x-ray and other data.
Development of a method for optimizing the quantity of the
components which make up restoration materials is the
main subject of this paper.
spatium
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A better understanding of the negative consequences of
using Portland cement-based mortars in combination with
brittle porous materials comes from monitoring restored
structures based on these porous materials (Odgers and
Henry, 2012; Gibbons, 2003; Williams, 2001). The study of
technological approaches to the restoration of porous and
dense stone materials using different binder compositions
is required since there are not enough published data on
this problem.

following parameters can be selected as the key parameters
of compatibility: compressive strength, tensile strength,
adhesive strength, density, vapor permeability, capillary
water absorption, hygroscopicity, thermal capacity etc. This
list is incomplete and can be supplemented or changed
depending on the specific conditions and purposes of the
masonry, as well as the architectural and construction
activities for cultural heritage (Chmielewski and Muzolf,
2018; Fusade et al., 2019a; Bencardino et al., 2017;
Carmona-Quiroga et al., 2018). It is also necessary to select
the material in accordance with the colour and texture of
the surface. All these conditions make the task of selecting
the material used to restore masonry and choosing the
technological works extremely complicated and expensive
activities (Stefanidou et al., 2017; Govaerts et al., 2018;
Fusade et al., 2019b). Another important condition is the
time limit given for work on a site, which may not be long
enough for selecting material with the required parameters.
This often leads to disregard for the principles of scientific
restoration.
RESEARCH METHOD

The main problem of choosing the restoration material can
be formulated on the basis of the above-stated information.
Namely, it is finding the optimal composition of the material
with a large number of variables in the presence of strict
boundary conditions within a given time limit.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of approaches to restoration technology

In the past, mortar based on air lime was used in the
construction of historic buildings for brick walls and for
their decoration. Unfortunately, lime was gradually replaced
by cement when the technology for binders was developed.
The reasons for this are clear – cement mortars make it
possible to work faster. The workability of cement mortar
is a positive property, but the use of cement mortars has led
to poor results. Brick walls that have been repaired with
cement mortars have been irreversibly destroyed. This error
was recognized by the restoration schools. The decision
not to use Portland cement for the restoration of external
plaster was made at the world congress for the preservation
of monuments of architecture in Paris in 1957.

First of all, the mortar for masonry restoration should
not change the mass transfer of moisture through the
structure, i.e. it should not differ from the masonry vapour
permeability. In addition, the composition of the material
must correspond to the historical masonry mortar according
to restoration principles. The use of cement and polymeric
substances as a binder is unacceptable.
First of all we should consider the requirement of
compatibility between the restoration materials and the
stone base. It is necessary to set the key compatibility
parameters that the restoration materials must have. The
10
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Solution to this problem can be presented using
mathematical modelling and experiment planning methods
to find the optimal value of the response function. This
makes it possible to obtain an approximating polynomial
that describes the surface of the response function.
Mathematical optimization methods have long historical
roots. Their foundations were laid in the 18th century.
These methods include variational calculus, numerical
methods, etc. A large number of methods aimed at solving
optimization problems have been developed to date
(Ashurst and Ashurst, 1988; Odgers et al., 2012; Gibbons,
2003).

Mathematical model for the process studied here or for
an object can be used for optimization. In the latter case
the optimization is done empirically. Experimental and
statistical methods are used for objects of probabilistic
nature that can include many construction and restoration
materials. These methods make it possible to determine the
values of factors (arguments) corresponding to the extreme
values of the target function. Some of the most commonly
used methods in experimental optimization are: the simplex
method, coordinate optimization method, gradient methods
and the deformable polyhedron method.

A review of the optimization methods related to various
technologies and objects shows that a step-by-step process
using a gradual approach to finding the optimum value is a
characteristic of all methods (Blokhin and Gludkich, 1997;
Adler et al., 1975). The use of these methods in order to
find the optimal values of multi-component mixtures for
the restoration of masonry is very difficult due to the long
duration of the experimental studies. For example, it is
necessary to wait 28 days for mortar to harden and reach
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the required strength. In this case, one month is required to
determine the value of one parameter and in the case of an
unsatisfactory value for this parameter, several months will
be required to find the optimal value.

The main idea that underlies the proposed method is the use
of an experimentally derived mathematical model to find the
optimal values of the properties in the form of an objective
function. This objective function describes the dependence
of the parameters of the physical and mechanical properties
of restoration materials (including other criteria in the
optimization process) on the quantitative ratios among the
mortar components. The authors have developed software
that implements the mathematical model and makes it
possible to carry out numerical experiments during the
process of optimization.
Mathematical models that provide the interpolation function
and describe the considered response surface within the
factor space were obtained on the basis of processing the
results of experimental work using regression analysis
methods.
The proposed approach includes the following steps:

• It is necessary to select the optimality criterion and
prepare the objective function that represents its
dependence on the factors determining the objective
function value. The parameters of the physical and
mechanical properties of the materials as well as the
economic, technological and other parameters can
be selected as the criteria. Key requirements are: the
criteria should be quantitative, measurable and easily
computable;
• It is also necessary to: plan and carry out experiments
in order to obtain regression equations approximating
the surface of the required factor space; process
experimental results with statistical methods; calculate
and correct the coefficients of the regression equations;
assess the adequacy of the equations, and; determine
the statistical significance of the coefficients. The
planning of experiments should be carried out using
second-order polynomials in the case of available a
priori information about the presence of nonlinear
dependencies in the processes;
• After that, it is necessary to select the optimization
method to find the extreme values of the objective
function. Any numerical method can be used at this
stage. The steep ascent method, as shown in Figure 3,
is proposed in connection with applying the results
of numerical experiments using a computer. Figure 3
shows the execution of the working motion along the
vector gradient defined in the area of the starting point
until the partial extremum of the response function
in the direction of the gradient is reached, without its
correction at each working step. 			
The closed lines in Figure 3 are the isolines of a function
where the values of this function are the same. The
straight line is the gradient direction. The gradient is the
shortest path to the top, i.e. to the optimum area. The
optimum area is indicated as N. 		
The points in Figure 3 indicate experiments with the
coordinates of the factors lying on the gradient. M₀ is the

initial arbitrary point for determining the first direction
of the gradient. Points 1, 2, 3, 4, ..., 14 are the numbers of
the experiments for determining the gradient. M₁ is the
point for determining the new direction to the optimum
area N. 						
The optimum (maximum or minimum of the target
function) can be found by performing experiments
with the values of the factors lying on the gradient. The
gradient is the line perpendicular to the isolines of the
target function. At first, four experiments are performed
in order to determine the gradient and then the values
of the factors lying on the gradient are calculated. The
experiments are carried out step by step until the
position in which the subsequent value of the function
begins to decrease. Next, four new experiments are
performed to determine the new direction of the
gradient. Finding the optimum continues until the
maximum or minimum value of the function is found;
• The chosen optimization method should use the results
of numerical experiments and the stated mathematical
model. Then, the values of the factors (in our case the
determination of mixture composition of restoration
material) that correspond to the optimal values of the
objective function are determined; and
• Experimental verification of the physical and mechanical
properties of the given composition of the restoration
material is performed by making laboratory samples.
The duration of the experimental studies is reduced by
using numerical modelling and obtaining the objective
function during the optimization process. The great
volume of experimental works and studies can relate
to obtaining mathematical models for approaching
polynomials (namely regression equations) and can be
performed in quite a short period of time.

Figure 3. Optimization process with the steep ascent method

The software can be useful for carrying out the numerical
experiments using mathematical models. The automation
of the whole optimization procedure is complicated by the
presence of informal actions related to decision making in
the process of searching for an extremum. This methodology
abandons the automation procedure in favour of freely
choosing an optimization method. The program is flexible
and enables different variations of mathematical models to
be implemented in the form of polynomials.
spatium
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An evaluation of the effectiveness of the proposed methodology
was carried out as follows.
Mathematical model was chosen in the form of a regression
equation that can usually be obtained for studying the
properties of building materials. An admixture was added
into this equation as a random variable distributed according
to the normal law, and simulating the various errors that
occur in real experiments. This model was implemented on a
computer using a specially developed program that makes it
possible to perform numerical experiments using this model.

It was further accepted that the above-mentioned model
was unknown. Hence, the task to determine the maximum
value of a specific target function within the given limits of
the factor space was set using a step-by-step optimization
method, i.e. the steep ascent method. All this is necessary for
determining the required number of experiments that could
be sufficient for solving the problem.
Then, the type of objective function was also stated in order
to determine the required number of experiments. The
mathematical model obtained was used to determine the
maximum of the objective function using the simplex method.
Ensuring the visibility of the results, both intermediate and
final, is an important point when using the chosen method.
A mathematical model of the process is presented here
using the two-factor polynomial of the second degree. It has
the following form:
y = 30 - 2.2 · x₁ + 3 · x₂ - 2 · x₁² + 1.5 · x₂² + ε
where

(1)

y - the response function (the objective function in the
optimization),
x₁ and x₂ - the factors affecting it,

ε - the error distributed according to the normal law.

The y function is smooth and continuous. It is defined in the
region of positive values. The last condition is fulfilled by the
choice of constraints of the factors (factor space).

The study of function (1) shows that it has no extremum. This
means that in this case the optimization problem should be
reduced to determining the maximum values of this function
within a given factor space. The highest value of the selected
function has a minimum value of x₁=2.3 and a maximum
value of x₂=3.84. All this should be confirmed by the study of
this function using the method of planning experiments.
Finding the extremum of the function in question by means
of the steep ascent method shows that the maximum values
of the target function really correspond to the following
values of the factors x₁=2.3 and x₂=3.84. The initial region
used to determine the gradient is located in the middle of
the factor space.

The dependence as noted earlier is unknown. This was taken
into account when determining the type of target function
(regression equation) by experiment planning methods. In
view of this it was initially assumed that the mathematical
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model is a linear polynomial. Statistical analysis of this model
shows that it is inadequate and therefore a second-order
polynomial should be chosen.
The adequate regression equation obtained in coded values
of factors with statistically significant coefficients has the
following form:
Y = 30.78 - 10.81 · X₁ + 11.57 · X₂ -1.08 · X₁² + 1.28 · X₂²

(2)

Y = 31.44 - 2.7 · x₁ + 2.49 · x₂ - 1.92 · x₁² + 1.58 · x₂²

(3)

The equation is in the form of real variables:

Comparison of the regression equation (3) with the original
one (1) shows that the equations are very close and a small
discrepancy can be explained by the imposition of “noise”.

Starting point from which the search for the maximum
begins is in the middle of the factor space, as with the
steep ascent method. This was assumed when finding
the maximum of the target function in question using
regression equation (2) and the simplex method. The
implementation of the simplex method using the results
of numerical modelling by equation (2) shows that the
maximum values of the function Y correspond to the values
of the factors x₁ = 2.3 and x₂ = 3.84.
The following results were obtained by finding the
maximum of the two-factor response function by various
methods. The desired maximum was found using the results
of 22 experiments taking into account the verification of
the presence of a maximum in the vicinity of the point of
the expected maximum using the method of steep ascent.
The desired maximum was found using the results of 13
experiments without taking into account verification of the
presence of a maximum in the vicinity of the point of the
expected maximum. The required maximum was found in
16 experiments using the simplex method. The number
of real experiments for obtaining the regression equation
in the form of the polynomial of the second degree was 7.
Thus, the use of the proposed technique for a two-factor
experiment makes it possible to halve the number of real
experiments. It is obvious that this result will persist even
with an increase in the number of factors.

The effect is even greater when considering the effectiveness
of the proposed technique in terms of the duration of the
tests. For example, if we assume that 28 days are required to
estimate the strength of a cement composition, then 1 year
is required to find the maximum of the response function
for the strength of the samples using the gradient step-bystep method. This period can be reduced up to two or three
months taking into account the experimental confirmation
of the maximum, found using the proposed technique.
CONCLUSION

The masonry restoration of architectural monuments is a
contemporary task. The initial properties of the masonry
material that determine its durability, deterioration and
degree of preservation have led to the appearance of different
approaches towards choosing the technology used to restore
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masonry. One of the main technological approaches in the
science of restoration materials is therefore the search for
the optimal composition of the material with a large number
of variables, in the presence of strict boundary conditions
and within a given time limit. The proposed approach for
the optimization of multicomponent restoration mortars
makes it possible to develop a material with properties
that meet the key parameters of compatibility between
the mortars and natural or artificial stone within a limited
period of time. The basic idea of the proposed approach
is the use of an experimentally obtained mathematical
model for optimization of the material composition in
the form of the objective function. The objective function
describes the dependence of the parameters of the physical
and mechanical properties of the restorative materials or
the other optimization criteria upon the quantity of the
components. Special software has been designed that can
carry out the mathematical model and hold numerical
experiments in the optimization process. The solution to the
problem can be found in the field of mathematical modelling
using the experiment planning method. The desired results
can be obtained within a relatively short period of time
using the method for mortar optimization presented here.
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